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went so far as to advocate open defiance of the prorogation order and urged the Duma to proclaim itself a constituent assembly. Negotiations between several of the ministers and the leaders of the Progressive Bloc were broken off, but public agitation continued. Demands similar to those advanced by the Progressive Bloc were forthcoming from many quarters—the Red Cross, the war industries committees, the Unions of Zemstvos and of Towns, and individual zemstvos and municipalities. The resolutions passed by some of these bodies went further than the Progressive Bloc, and called for a government not merely "enjoying the confidence of the nation77 but one responsible to the Duma. The Progressive Bloc, even though it remained faithful to its moderate program and had among its members outspoken opponents of parliamentarianism (for instance, Kokovtsov, leader of one of the groups in the State Council affiliated with the Bloc), had unwittingly fostered the more radical demands. The multiplicity of political parties and the absence of a stable majority in the Duma were regarded as a serious obstacle to parliamentary government. With the formation of the Progressive Bloc this objection lost some of its force.
In the second half of 1915 and in 1916 the political situation rapidly deteriorated. Frequent changes among the ministers produced cabinets sadly at variance with a government "enjoying the confidence of the nation" for which public opinion was clamoring. To Alexandra Fedorovna the leaders of the opposition were traitors and the members of the Duma ''impertinent brutes"; she wished Rodzianko could be hanged, urged the tsar to send Lvov, Gutchkovr Miliukov, and Polivanov to Siberia, and plotted the dissolution of the Duma and the abolition of the war industries committees and of the Unions of Zemstvos and of Towns.
Meanwhile the activities of Rasputin had become a matter of grave public concern, and soon overshadowed all other issues. Sturmer, Goremykin's successor, endeavored to obtain the assurance that Rasputin's name would not be mentioned from the rostrum of the Duma. Although his request was not granted, the Duma was convened, after a considerable delay, on February 6, 1916. On the opening day of the session Nicholas paid his first and only visit to the lower chamber. This step was instigated by Rasputin on the theory that the tsar s personal charm—an accepted dogma in court circles—would win over the deputies, but the results proved disappointing: by the time the Duma was prorogued on June 20 the Crown and the legislature had drifted

